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A secure platform that speaks to 
everyone.
 – Designed with virtualization in 
mind, it integrates seamlessly 
with your existing EHR.

 – Clinicians are more productive 
with fast, accurate, and 
responsive dictation.

 – The documentation process 
is consistent and personalized 
across devices.

 – Secure wireless microphone app 
supports even greater portability.

Clinicians, not technology limitations, should dictate the patient story. 
With Dragon Medical Direct, your staff can stay productive whether they’re 
at a workstation or anywhere else. Our clinical speech recognition and 
in-workflow documentation guidance provides a consistent experience at 
the hospital, clinic, office, and home, as well as on the road.

The world is your workstation
Clinicians can use their voice to securely capture the patient story more 
naturally and efficiently, and on their own terms. Dragon Medical Direct 
provides a consistent and personalized clinical documentation experience 
that spans solutions, platforms, devices, and physical locations.

Conversational AI empowers clinicians to document even  
more naturally
To further improve both the patient and provider exam room experiences, 
Dragon Medical Direct is powered by deep learning and conversational AI 
to augment speech recognition capabilities. It automates high-value clini-
cal tasks and intelligent retrieval of information from the medical record.

Higher-quality documentation with greater 
clinician productivity
 – Always available: Dragon Medical Direct is designed for speed, 
accuracy, and flexibility, with personalized vocabularies and templates 
that can be accessed and shared across the widest range of devices in 
the industry.

 – Budget-friendly: Affordable subscription-based pricing with little upfront 
capital investment.

 – Easy to install and maintain: No complex configurations; clinicians can 
begin dictating in less than five minutes using your existing infrastructure. 
Automatic updates mean less work for your IT staff and less hassle for 
your clinicians.

 – Greater accuracy and automatic updates: Using the latest deep-
learning techniques and neural-network technologies, Dragon Medical 
Direct achieves 99% accuracy with no voice profile training required. 
Activities that were once manual, such as accent adjustments and 
microphone calibration, are now automatic, providing greater accuracy, a 
lower word error rate, and an optimal clinician experience from the start.

Achieve higher quality 
documentation and 
greater flexibility with 
Dragon Medical Direct
Cloud-based, clinical speech recognition for 
documenting care in the EHR and beyond.
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About Nuance Communications, Inc.
Nuance provides intelligent systems that support a more natural and insightful approach to clinical documentation, 
freeing clinicians to spend more time caring for patients. Nuance healthcare solutions capture, improve and 
communicate more than 300 million patient stories each year, helping more than 500,000 clinicians in 10,000 
global healthcare organizations to drive meaningful clinical and financial outcomes. Nuance’s award-winning 
clinical speech recognition, medical transcription, CDI, coding, quality and medical imaging solutions provide a 
more complete and accurate view of patient care. For more information, visit www.nuance.com/healthcare. 

Dragon Medical Direct is all about portability, 
personalization, access and compatibility

A single voice profile across platforms and devices. Get 
clinicians up and running immediately across clinical workflows, 
care settings, devices, and apps for a seamless, consistent, and 
personalized voice experience.

Intelligent voice commands automate complex tasks. 
Dragon Medical advanced step-by-step functionality allows 
clinicians to create personalized voice commands that execute 
one or more steps such as open, wait, enter text, or press a 
key. Clinicians can use intuitive interface to easily create voice 
commands that execute common actions.

Portability to work at any workstation with the Dragon 
Medical Direct Desktop Application. Compatible with 
leading EHRs and designed with virtualization in mind, Dragon 
Medical Direct desktop app provides accurate, and portable 
cloud-based clinical speech recognition across a wide range 
of Windows devices. When paired with PowerMic Mobile, 
Nuance’s secure wireless microphone app, clinicians have even 
more freedom to dictate from virtually anywhere.

Insights abound with Dragon Medical Analytics. Dragon 
Medical Analytics gives system administrators access to 
individual and site-wide usage metrics and trends so they can 
optimise clinician efficiency, productivity, and workflows at the 
hospital.

Pioneering. Nuance solutions build on over three decades 
of clinical expertise to slash documentation time by up to 
45 percent—while improving quality by 36 percent. Dragon 
Medical Direct is the foundation of the future, revolutionizing the 
healthcare systems with a significant level of intelligence.

Put it all together, and it’s more than just a cloud platform — it’s a way to 
redefine the clinician’s relationship with technology.

When people aren’t talking to 
Dragon Medical, they’re talking 
about it

“We were looking for a scalable, 
enterprise-wide clinical 
documentation solution. Nuance 
not only met that criteria but also 
could provide a strong technology 
foundation to improve provider 
efficiency and enable timely 
documentation in the patient 
record.”

 – Jonathan Shoemaker 
Chief Information Security Officer, 
Allina Health - USA

“We are always interested 
in technology that improves 
productivity, and cloud-based 
speech supports the ways 
clinicians work and eases the effort 
of entering clinical documentation 
into patient records, Nuance 
Dragon Medical solutions 
will enable us to scale voice 
recognition in a way that we simply 
cannot do in any other way.”

 – John Skinner, Director of IM &T 
Services, Oxford University 
Hospital - UK

To learn more about Dragon 
Medical Direct, please call 
+971-2 658 0810 or contact us 
ehealth@em-t.com

www.em-t.com


